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Abstract
Biometric authentication takes on many forms. Some of the

more researched forms are voice and facial authentication. Due
to the amount of research in these areas, there are benchmark
datasets easily accessible for new researchers to evaluate new
methods. A newer, less researched biometric method is lip mo-
tion authentication. These systems entail a user producing a lip
motion password to authenticate, meaning they must utter the cor-
rect word or phrase to gain access. Because this method is less
researched, there are no large-scale datasets that can be used to
compare methods as well as determine the actual levels of secu-
rity that they provide. We propose an automated dataset collection
pipeline that extracts a lip motion authentication dataset from col-
lections of videos. This dataset collection pipeline will enable the
collection of large-scale datasets for this problem thus advancing
the capability of lip motion authentication systems.

Introduction
In recent years, biometric authentication methods have be-

come fields of immense research, controversy, and innovation.
Biometrics have become commonplace in consumer electronics
as well as commercial and private security systems. The largest
advantage of a biometric-based authentication system is that only
the individual can authenticate. While this is the ideal case, of-
ten there are ways to spoof the systems. These spoof techniques
vary depending on the biometric method. Zhou et al. found that
3D face identification systems can often be fooled by projecting
facial images onto a 3D head model [1]. Shmelkin et al. created a
Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) that generates what they
name ”master faces” that are able to authenticate as many differ-
ent individuals [2]. It is also possible, albeit unlikely, for an indi-
vidual’s biometric to be similar enough to pass on another individ-
ual’s. This can occur more often when subjects are related. These
vulnerabilities are worrisome when biometrics are used to secure
very important and sensitive information or locations. The large
downside to these forms of biometric authentication is that they
are not re-securable. Conventional passwords, although with their
own challenges, do not have this issue, if the password is phished
or discovered, the user need only reset their password to re-secure
the system. Biometric systems are much less re-securable due to
their nature, you only have one face and one voice. Adding a sec-
ond layer to biometric systems that adds the re-securable strength
of conventional passwords is invaluable. Lip motion authentica-
tion is one such added layer.

Lip motion authentication is a biometric authentication
method that is easily paired with facial authentication to create
a two-factor authentication system that is re-securable if the in-
tegrity is compromised. These systems work by having the sub-
ject enroll a lip motion password by uttering (vocally or sub-

vocally) a word or phrase. The motion of their face is encoded
as a separate authentication token to be compared when a user
attempts to authenticate. The lip motion authentication acts as a
liveness detection layer thus eliminating the ability to use static
images or 3D masks to spoof the system. It also ensures attention
and intention meaning that the user must intentionally and atten-
tively act in order to authenticate thus eliminating unintentional
authentication or forced authentication. Despite these additional
layers of security, as with other biometric systems, there are ways
that the system can be spoofed or fooled by an individual not en-
rolled, but if this does occur, the owner need only reset their lip
motion password to restore the integrity of the system.

The prospects of lip motion authentication are exciting and
there have been promising results achieved by various research
groups as seen in Table 1. The datasets used to yield these results,
however, are on small groups of people with low amounts of ut-
terances and very limited demographic variance. It can also be
observed that there are many methods to approach the lip motion
authentication task. Some papers combine voice authentication
with lip motion authentication [1, 3–8] while others combine fa-
cial recognition with lip motion authentication [9–14]. How each
system analyzes lip motion and what constitutes authentication
also varies. Some implementations authenticate by ensuring the
user utter the same stored lip motion password and others authen-
ticate by ensuring the user moves their face in the same manner,
effectively saving how the person moves their face in general to
authenticate. This makes it difficult to compare results from the
different approaches as well. Other more proven biometric meth-
ods have large highly variant datasets that firstly solidify the use
cases and method of authentication and also ensure more real-
world generalization. A large-scale, highly variant dataset is re-
quired to unify the research in this new form of authentication. It
will thus enable a more focused direction for future advancements
and improvements.

Background
Due to the nature of neural networks, biometric authentica-

tion methods require large-scale datasets to ensure their applica-
bility to the variation in the real world. With more popular authen-
tication methods such as facial recognition, there are immense,
popular benchmark datasets that can be used to evaluate new ad-
vancements in neural network architectures, training strategies,
etc. One such example is the VGGface2 dataset [15] which is
commonly used when evaluating new methods of performing fa-
cial recognition. It contains over 3.3 million facial images from
more than 9,000 subjects.

In the lip motion authentication world, there are few pub-
licly available datasets. This results in most works in this area
collecting and evaluating on custom datasets as can be seen in
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Table 1. The most common publicly available dataset to use as
a benchmark is the XM2VTS dataset [16] which contains only
7,080 videos of 295 subjects. This dataset was collected in 1999
in a controlled environment. It thus contains little to no variation
in lighting, head position, and vocabulary. This makes it a very
non-ideal dataset for comparing various lip motion authentication
methods.

Wright et al. found that training on the VM2VTS dataset
resulted in poor performance on varying real-world data particu-
larly when lighting conditions change [34]. They found that their
method resulted in a 1.21% error when trained and evaluated on
the XM2VTS dataset. They then collected their own more real-
world dataset named FAVLIPS on mobile devices in varying light-
ing conditions. The FAVLIPS dataset contains an additional 2,268
videos of 42 individuals. These videos had four specific lighting
conditions and were collected across 4 sessions that occurred 4
weeks apart. They found that training only on XM2VTS results
in poor results when lighting conditions vary (as seen in Table 2).
They then trained with the FAVLIPS dataset added which resulted
in much preferable error rates. While these results are encourag-
ing, the FAVLIPS dataset is still no where close to the large-scale
dataset required to validate lip motion authentication methods as
a preferable biometric method.

A highly researched area that is very similar to lip motion au-
thentication is automatic lip reading. This entails predicting what
a person is uttering with vision only. There are many datasets
collected for these systems. Unfortunately, most of these datasets
don’t distinguish individuals identities thus making it difficult to
use them for training and evaluating purposes on lip motion au-
thentication systems. The OuluVS dataset is one exception [21].
It contains 20 specified individuals which is small when training
a biometric system to generalize to the population. [10] utilized
the OuluVS dataset to train their lip motion authentication meth-
ods and found decent results (see table 1). The size of this dataset
limits its applicability to the biometric problem.

The largest datasets in the area of automated lip reading are
collected by scraping videos of people speaking from TV chan-
nels or videos from the internet resulting in datasets with thou-
sands of individuals and hundreds of thousands of videos [36–44].
Due to the large real-world variance in these datasets they are of-
ten referred to as ”in the wild” datasets. They have brought large
advancements and large challenges in automated lip reading re-
search. We propose a pipeline similar to the ones used in the
collection of these datasets to enable the collection of in-the-wild
datasets for lip motion authentication.

Methods
The automated dataset collection pipeline that we propose

in this work will be used in future works to collect large in-the-
wild datasets for the lip motion authentication task from public
video footage on TV channels or internet streaming services like
YouTube. The pipeline contains the following steps (as illustrated
in Figure 1): Identify the individual, determine when they are
speaking, determine what words are spoken, determine the begin-
ning and end timestamp for each word in the video and save the
relevant information in a biometric dataset format for future use.

Firstly, individual identification will be done by perform-
ing facial recognition on the individuals throughout the videos
in question. We chose the FaceNet facial recognition network

Figure 1: This flowchart illustrates the automated dataset collec-
tion pipeline described.

to perform this step [45]. The facial recognition embeddings are
then compared to determine where in each frame of each video
the subject is.

The next step is to determine when the individual in question
is speaking. We utilize the SyncNet toolkit [46] to analyze the
audio and video and determine the likelihood that the person is
speaking in each frame. This is then compared with the facial
recognition data to determine when the individual in question is
speaking. The smaller sections of speech by the individual are
then removed.

Once the timestamps of when the individual in question is
speaking are found, we then must determine what the individual
is saying. To do this we use Google’s text-to-speech recognition.
Unfortunately, this does not give the timestamps for when each
word is uttered. Thus, the next step is to align the text with the
video and determine the start and end time stamps for each word
uttered. This is done with the Penn Phonetics Lab Forced Aligner
[47].

Once the beginning and end timestamps are found for each
word uttered by the individual the data must be collected in the
correct structure. For the lip motion authentication task, the data
must be organized to allow for multiple instances of the same in-
dividual and word as positive cases, instances of the individual
and a different word as negative samples, and videos of other in-
dividuals speaking any words as negative samples. Thus data is
organized first by the individual, then by the word spoken, and
then by the time stamp and video for each instance of the individ-
ual speaking the given word.

This pipeline is similar to others made to collect automatic
lip-reading datasets, but to our knowledge, this type of pipeline
has not been applied to the lip motion authentication task. This
adds extra complexity to the processing and labeling of the data
as well as the ramifications of incorrect labeling.

Results
To test out the described pipeline we used the same videos

used in the VoxCeleb2 dataset [48]. This is a voice recogni-
tion dataset that contains about six thousand individual speakers
spread across 145K videos extracted from YouTube. They report
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Paper(year) Method(s) Dataset Speakers Metric Results
[17](2020) motion AV Digits [18] 39 EER 9%
[9](2006) face+motion BioID [19] 25 Accuracy 86%

[20](2003) motion M2VTS 36 EER 19.7%
[10](2018) face+motion OuluVS [21] 20 Accuracy 71%**,93.25%
[22](2004) motion private 40 EER 5.1%
[23](2011) structrue+motion private 21 Accuracy 99.5%
[24](2013) motion private 43 FAR@ 3% FRR 14.5%
[25](2014) motion private [26] 20 Accuracy 92.4%
[27](2017) motion private 20 Accuracy 96.2%
[28](2018) UT motion private 50 TNR&TPR 86.7%&76.7%
[1](2021) audio+voice+face private 44 EER 5%
[7](2021) voice+motion private 240* FAR&FRR 0.25%&18.25%
[8](2021) voice+motion private 50 Accuracy 95.89%

[14](2022) face+motion private 48 [13]+11 AP 98.8%**
[11](2018) face+motion UvA-NEMO [29] & KAIST [11] 400&104 EER 0.37%
[3](2004) voice+motion VidTIMIT [30] 43 EER 1.0%

[31](2000) motion XM2VTS 295 EER 14%
[4](2006) voice+motion XM2VTS 295 EER 22%**,2%
[5](2007) voice+motion XM2VTS 295 Accuracy 78%**,98%
[6](2012) voice+motion XM2VTS 295 Accuracy 94.7%

[32](2015) motion XM2VTS 295 EER 2.2%
[33](2019) motion XM2VTS 295 EER 1.03%
[34](2020) motion XM2VTS 295 EER 1.65%
[35](2022) motion XM2VTS 295 Accuracy 96.78%

Table 1: Comparison of lip motion authentication systems’ datasets used, their size, and the results achieved.
*Number of videos (number of speakers not provided)
**Motion only results

Training Data

XM2VTS only pretrained on XM2VTS updated on FAVLIPS XM2VTS+FAVLIPS
XM2VTS: Evaluation Set 1.21% 1.95% 5.60%
FAVLIPS: Neutral Nums 22.43% 13.79% 10.83%

FAVLIPS: Light Front 28.44% 17.50% 20.54%
FAVLIPS: Light Side 42.29% 36.67% 30.00%

FAVLIPS: Light Behind 44.91% 24.17% 29.12%
Table 2: [34] preformed this evaluation on the XM2VTS dataset [16], and sections of the FAVLIPS [34] dataset with a comparison of
which training data was used. Evaluation metric reported in EER (Equal Error Rate).
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over 1 million utterances, an utterance being an entire sentence
used for voice recognition. They have previously labeled when
the individual in question is speaking having utilized SyncNet and
Penn Phonetics Lab Forced Aligner as we have in our pipeline.

Running our pipeline on the videos in the VoxCeleb2 dataset
results in 8.8 million individual word utterances. This is mas-
sive and likely too large for practical use, resulting in 7.3 million
positive case pairs and 18.9 trillion negative case pairs. This is
however a preliminary test of the pipeline. There are limitations
to vocabulary and visual aspects that will be applied in the future
that will bring this number down to a more manageable level. It is
important to note that there are many words that are only uttered
once by an individual, thus the reason for fewer positive case pairs
than total utterances. Also, the negative case count is only when
comparing an individual’s videos to themselves, not to other indi-
viduals’ videos. Comparing individual to individual would result
in the negative case count increasing astronomically.

This initial test does not filter out many cases that will be
removed in published datasets. Some aspects that will be used
in future works that publish dataset will be to remove cases that
are of the same viseme (visually indistinguishable), remove word
cases that only have one instance, ensure that the speakers head re-
gion of interest is large enough to perform authentication, ensure
that the head position of the speaker is not to far rotated in any
direction, limitations on word size, ensure balanced viseme cov-
erage, etc. These methods will ensure that future datasets will be
good representations of the world as well as remove many cases
that would be unnecessarily difficult and result in very poor per-
formance. These methods will also bring the size of the dataset
down to make it more manageable compared to the size we found
in the initial test of the pipeline.

Conclusion
Utilizing lip motion analysis as biometric authentication is

a very promising field of research. Previous works in this area
have proven that it has value and merit, but the datasets that have
been used are generally so small that it is difficult to prove real-
world generalization and applicability. We propose the solution
to this issue is collecting much larger in-the-wild datasets using
automated dataset extraction pipelines such as the one described.

In the wild datasets will enable and challenge future work
in this area to improve upon what has been done and compare to
other works. A benchmark dataset is required to compare the var-
ious methods in comparable works. The pipeline we propose will
enable the collection of benchmark datasets and thus move the ef-
forts forward to advance this new, promising form of biometric
authentication.
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